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Dear Editor,

Anisotropic cell expansion is a property of plant cells that is

dependent upon the formation of a highly ordered cortical micro-

tubule (MT) array. The orientation of cortical microtubules is crit-

ical for guiding cellulose synthase complexes in the plasmamem-

brane and thereby determining the direction of the cell expansion

(Paredez et al., 2006). Recent work has demonstrated a link

between MT organization and stresses experienced by the

cell during plant cell development (Uyttewaal et al., 2012;

Sampathkumar et al., 2014), but how order is generated within

the cortical microtubule array has been much debated (Dixit

and Cyr, 2004; Wightman and Turner, 2007).

The crucial role of the microtubule-severing enzyme katanin

in plant microtubule alignment is increasingly recognized

(Wightman and Turner, 2007; Lin et al., 2013; Wightman et al.,

2013; Zhang et al., 2013). Severing at sites where microtubules

cross one another appears to be the predominant site of

severing in the cortical MT arrays of cotyledon epidermis

(Wightman and Turner, 2007; Wightman et al., 2013). In

cotyledons, petiole cells undergo anisotropic expansion and

exhibit a highly organized microtubule array in which many of

the microtubules are orientated in a similar direction to one

another (Supplemental Figure 1). This organized array is

dependent upon high rates of severing at microtubule crossover

sites for the removal of unaligned microtubules. In contrast,

adjacent pavement cells exhibit isotropic expansion, net-like

MT arrays, and only very low rates of microtubule severing

(Wightman and Turner, 2007; Supplemental Figure 1). In

pavement cells, SPIRAL2 (SPR2) protein accumulates at

crossover sites, preventing severing by katanin, while constant

movement of SPR2 in petiole cells exposes crossovers that

becomesubstrates for the enzymekatanin (Wightmanet al., 2013).

We have noticed an abundance of short treadmilling microtu-

bules (stMTs) during acquisition of time-lapse data, identifiable

by fluorescence decline at both ends. These stMTs appear to

form a discrete class of microtubules that can be distinguished

on the basis of their size (0.5–2 mm). They exhibit a normal distri-

bution with a median length of 1.3 mm (Figure 1A and 1B).

Treadmilling MTs greater than 2 mm in length during time-lapse

acquisitions are termed long-tMTs. Long-tMTs represent less

about a 10% of the treadmilling MTs and are therefore unlikely

to have a major influence on microtubule alignment. We also

used the term long MTs to indicate a class of MTs greater than

10 mm, where we were not able to observed any treadmilling

either because neither end was visible or where an end was

visible we saw no evidence of treadmilling. To seek potential dif-

ferences of MT behavior in distinct array types, we focused on
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treadmilling and bundling in pavement and petiole cells of wild-

type (WT), spr2-1 and bot1-7mutants that exhibit different levels

of MT ordering (Wightman et al., 2013). The frequency of stMTs

was low in the net-like arrays of WT pavement cells, but signifi-

cantly higher in the ordered arrays found in WT petiole cells

and in both pavement and petiole cells of spr2-1 (Figure 1C

t-test, p < 0.001). This correlates with observed severing

frequencies (Wightman et al., 2013), suggesting that severing

generates stMTs. This idea is strengthened by direct

observations of stMTs resulting from severing at crossover

sites (Figure 1A and Supplemental Movie 1). Absence of stMTs

in the disordered arrays of the katanin mutant bot1-7 is

consistent with a direct role of katanin-mediated severing in

generating these short MTs (Figure 1C). This implies that cell

types with aligned arrays have more stMTs that may contribute

to the alignment of the MT array. To ensure that these stMTs

were not an artifact of the YFP-MBD reporter, we also examined

GFP-TUA6 fusion lines. We found the same trend of

increased stMTs in petiole cells as compared to pavement cells

(0.68 vs 0.06 MTs/103mm2/min), frequencies similar to those

observed in WT with the YFP-MBD.

It has been suggested that treadmilling is an essential feature of

plant cells that may help array reorganization (Shaw et al.,

2003). In order to examine the behavior of stMTs and

determine their contribution to MT ordering, we followed the

fate of individual stMTs after time-lapse acquisition. By

tracking their path, we found that treadmilling MTs change

their original path by moving in a curved trajectory (Figure 1A

and Supplemental Movie 1). Examination of stMTs reveals that

91% bundle onto other microtubules, while 9% depolymerize

completely (N = 192). This contrasts dramatically with the

collision outcomes of long MTs, which bundle only if a

shallow angle collision occurs, but typically form crossovers if

the angle is higher than 45� (Wightman and Turner, 2007). We

thus compared bundling in pavement and petiole cells of WT,

spr2-1, and bot-1. We found that bundling of long MTs, as a

result of plus-end growth, was relatively constant in pavement

and petiole cells across backgrounds (Supplemental Figure 2).

However, bundling of stMTs was significantly higher in both

WT and spr2 petiole cells compared with the corresponding

pavement cells and increased in both pavement (t-test,

p < 0.01) and petiole cells (t-test, p < 0.001) for spr2-1 relative

to the WT (Supplemental Figure 2). Since most stMTs bundle

onto other MTs, this reflects differences in stMT densities

across cell types.
ativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Microtubule Severing Generates Treadmilling Microtubules that Increase Microtubule Alignment.
(A) Example of a short stMT microtubule that bundle onto an aligned MT in a WT petiole cell. Arrowhead indicates an position of a stMT.

(B) stMTs form a discrete class of microtubules based on their size distribution.

(C) Frequency of short treadmilling MTs (stMTs) in pavement and petiole cells of different backgrounds, normalized for both area and time. WT WS, 12

cells, 29 min, pavement N = 13, petiole N = 126; WT Ler, 42 cells, 68 min, pavement N = 5, petiole N = 145; botero1-7, 12 cells, 68 min, pavement 0,

petiole 0; spiral2-1, 49 cells, 88 min, pavement 243; petiole 1133. Asterisks indicate significance of t-tests, ***p < 0.001.

(D) Reorientation velocity of stTMTs long-tMTs, and long MTs. For each category, n = 20 MTs. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001.

(E) Distinct pattern of bundling location of stMTs and long MTs. Upper graph shows a hyper aligned (spr2-1 petiole cell), lower graph shows a WT Ler

petiole cell with an aligned array. In each case, the histogram shows the distribution of angles, with 90� representing the alignment axis, following

Wightman et al. (2013). Red dots show the location of bundling on the array.
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Of the three classes of MTs defined above, long MTs exhibited

significantly slower reorientation (Figure 1D). We found that

stMTs reoriented significantly faster than long-tMTs (t-test,

p < 0.05), and even more significantly than long MTs, which are

restricted in their amount of reorientation due to their length

and lack of treadmilling, and can thus only bundle onto a

neighboring MT. Reorientation was significantly correlated with

treadmilling MT length (Supplemental Figure 3). Together with

the finding that long MTs have very limited reorientation

potential, this suggests that both MT length and treadmilling

are important determinants of MT reorientation capacity. Long

MTs are constrained by their length and can only reorientate

by swiveling of the plus end. Their reorientation thus depends

on their initial location and the angle at which they intercept

another MT (Figure 1; Wightman and Turner, 2007). By

contrast, stMTs are not limited by their length or fixed position

(part of a bundle) in the array and can thus move diffusely

through the array.

To assess whether the increased treadmilling and the resulting

bundling played a role in MT organization, we recorded the local-

ization of stMTs bundling events in petiole cells. We selected 11

WT petiole cells that varied in their level of array alignment and
M

determined the angle between the MT that the stMT bundled

onto and the mean array alignment (see Supplemental Figure 4

for graphic explanation). Compared with the well-aligned

arrays, we found that stMTs bundling in more disorganized

arrays resulted in a wider range of array bundling angles

(Supplemental Figure 4, Supplemental Materials and Methods).

This indicates that stMTs bundling follows the existing

topology of the array. This is consistent with a diffuse

pattern of bundling of stMTs, likely resulting from their high

reorientation capabilities. Hence, highly aligned arrays, where

most microtubules are in the same orientation, predetermine

the bundling location of stMTs and therefore promote the self-

reinforcement of the aligned array. To further illustrate that tread-

milling MTs bundle on MTs oriented similarly, we selected a

WT and a spr2-1 petiole cell with aligned and hyper-aligned

MT organization, respectively, and noted the angle between

the MT targeted by bundling stMTs and the mean array angle

(Figure 1E). Consistent with our 11-cells analysis (Supplemental

Figure 4), we found that the most highly aligned arrays

in spr2-1 petiole cells resulted in bundling occurring over

a significantly narrower range than for WT petiole cells

(Figure 1E; F-test, p < 0.05). This implies that the bundling of

stMTs reinforces the topological properties already existing in
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the array by increasing MT density of the pre-existing MT align-

ment. Since aligned arrays have by definition a large proportion

of MTs in the same orientation, the chance that stMTs bundle

onto an aligned MT will be much greater. We thus demonstrate

a feedback mechanism that enhances alignment because

stMT bundling depends upon the pre-existing MT order, and is

most proficient in those cells where MTs are highly aligned

(Figure 1E and Supplemental Figure 4). The feedback results

from the fundamentally distinct behavior of stMTs; these short-

lived MTs bundle continuously, reinforcing the existing topolog-

ical properties of the array.

Overexpression of katanin leads to increased bundling (Stoppin-

Mellet et al., 2006), but cannot induce MT alignment in

pavement cells where the presence of immobile SPR2 protein

protects crossovers (Wightman et al., 2013). Although Shaw

et al. (2003) concluded that treadmilling MTs change MT

organization through MT reorientation and bundling, they did

not provide an alignment mechanism. Feedback between

treadmilling, bundling and array alignment plays a key role

in the maintenance of MT alignment (Figure 1E and

Supplemental Figure 4). Feedback of topology on itself is an

emerging theme in developmental biology (Jaeger et al.,

2008). For example, in cotyledons, the lobed shapes of

pavement cells are predicted to generate a stress pattern that

controls microtubule orientation, which itself feedbacks on cell

shape (Sampathkumar et al., 2014). Feedback of a topological

feature on itself implies that stochastic events play an

important role in development. In this case, the diffuse

distribution of stMT bundling across the array, fostered by the

high reorientation potential of these types of MTs, plays an

important role. However, this feedback cannot drive alignment

ad hoc and is dependent upon microtubule severing at

crossover sites to (i) generate the stMTs and (ii) eliminate

unaligned MTs (Wightman et al., 2013).

Our study shows cell-type specific and array-dependent rates of

short MT treadmilling. In severing-active cells with ordered ar-

rays, large pools of stMTs with a high reorientation potential

bundle onto the aligned array. Feedback between MT order

and bundling of these species of microtubule explains how they

contribute to MT alignment.
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